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Cateye velo 7

謚槭縺溘繝繝 縺 逕蜒縺j縺s 縺帙s縲 繧繝繝S. The newly created Velo 7 is CatEye's entry level 7 function computer. Features: The newly created Velo 7 is CatEye's entry level 7 function computer. The bigger screen is even every read and create is simple with pre-programed tire sizes. Together with the current, average and maximum speed, follow the journey distance, elapsed
time and odometer. Tech Specs:Current speed: 0.0 (4.0) to 199.9 km/h [0.0 (3.0) to 124.9 mph]Elapsed time: 0:0000 ́ ~~ 9:5959 Phone: 0.0 0 to 999,99 km [mile]Average speed: 0.0 to 199.9 km/h [0.0 to 124.9 km/h9τ mph]Top speed: 0.0 to 199.9 km/h [0.0 to 124 Total distance: 0 to 99999 km [mile] Clock: 0:00-23:59 [1:00-12:59] Tempo arrow: YesAuto energy saving: Yes Auto
start /stop: YesTire size: 16 ́/ 1 8 ́/ 20 ́/ 22 ́/ 24 ́/ 26 ́/ 700C or 100cm to 299cm (default: 26 ́) Battery: Lithium battery CR2032X1Battery life: peak 3 years (1h daily use, may vary depending on the environment.) Dimension: 55.5x37.5x18.5mm Weight: 28 grammar * Factory load battery life may be shorter than specve.* The design and specialization are subject to change without.
[CC-VL520] [CC-VL520] [ CC-VL520 ] The newly created Velo 7 is a CatEye entry level 7 function computer. The new, bigger screen is even every read and create is simple with pre-programed tire sizes. Current speedMax speedVerage speedSotal distanceJoined timeClot Function Auto-start/stopWorld arrowSimplims tyre sizeProgramable odometerLeen mount compatible with
FlexTight™ Universal bracket *The design and specifications are subject to change without notice. PRODUCTS HOW TO CHOOSE HEADQUARTERS SECURITY LIGHT SUPPORTERS FIND SHARING CATEYE SECURITY [CC-VL820] Recommended retail price: ¥2100 + Tax input wired computer, which can measure calories burned and CO2 cuts Large and easy to see
Large LCD screen Rain resistant function Simple operation car start dedicated model bracket that eliminates measurement errors in rainy weather can be easily mounted with nylon tie and meets the trunk and still steering VELO 9 [CC-VL820] Specification change ※ Specifications and appearance can change without notice improvements. [CC-VT230W] Recommended retail price:
¥ 5000 + tax Basic wireless computer calories burned can be measured ※ 1 bracket can be easily installed with nylon tie and corresponding to trunk and oversized steering   * 2 Wireless sensor with easy installation and adjustment and a sense of unity with front fork *1 The calculated value is accumulated from speed every 1 second and differs from actual calorie consumption
※2 From sleep display and energy saving screen, it returns to the measurement screen by pressing the MODE button · It cannot be used for electric (assistants) bicycles. Vehicles with a small diameter, such as folding bicycles, may not be available due to the distance of the transmission. � There are steering and front forks that cannot be installed due to their special shape. �
Abnormal numbers may appear when used in places such as high voltage lines and railway levels, as well as with some battery lights, wireless heart rate counters and mobile phones. * Specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice of improvement. * Specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice of improvement.
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